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Summary

ACTIVE ULTRASOUND EFFECTS AND THEIR FUTURE USAGE IN SENSOR ELECTRONICS

In given paper various phenomena of ultrasound influence on physical characteristics of dislocation crystals of A₂B₆ type (CdS, ZnS, CdₓHg₁₋ₓTe) and of dislocation-free crystals (Ge, Si) are systematized; results for light emitting structures (GaAs, GaAlAs, GaP) are given; possibilities of the active ultrasound use in microelectronics device technology are analyzed.

Separately dynamic effects (in-situ) are considered. Possible mechanisms of sound induced effects and their applications are discussed. New technological techniques such as ultrasound processing, thermoacoustic effect annealing, ultrasound induced doping and so on find an industrial application. A considered aspect of physical and technological effects of ultrasound in semiconductors is proposed for further usage in Sensor electronics:
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АННОТАЦИЯ

ЭФФЕКТЫ АКТИВНОГО УЛЬТРАЗВУКА И ПЕРСПЕКТИВА ИХ ПРИМЕНЕНИЯ В СЕНСОРНОЙ ЭЛЕКТРОНИКЕ

Я. М. Олих, О. Я. Олих

В работе систематизированы разнообразные явления и эффекты ультразвукового воздействия на физические характеристики дислокационных кристаллов, типа A₂B₆ (CdS, ZnS, CdₓHg₁₋ₓTe), и бездислокационных — Ge, Si; приводятся результаты для полупроводниковых светоизлучающих структур (GaAs, GaAlAs, GaP); проанализированы возможности использования активного ультразвука (УЗ) в технологии микроэлектронных приборов (термоакустический отжиг дефектов, акустостимулированное легирование методом имплантации ионов примесей). Отдельно рассматриваются динамические эффекты (in-situ), которые проявляются лишь во время воздействия УЗ. Обсуждаются возможные механизмы таких акустостимулированных эффектов и их применение. Рассмотрен-
нды́й спектр физических и технологических эффектов УЗ в полупроводниках предложен для последующего их использования в Сенсорной электронике.

Ключевые слова: полупроводники, ультразвук, активный ультразвук, кристаллические дефекты, сенсорная электроника.

Анотація

ЕФЕКТИ АКТИВНОГО УЛЬТРАЗВУКУ ТА ПЕРСПЕКТИВА ЇХ ВИКОРИСТАННЯ В СЕНСОРНІЙ ЕЛЕКТРОНІЦІ

Я. М. Оліх, О. Я. Оліх

В роботі систематизовано різноманітні явища та ефекти ультразвукової дії на фізичні, характеристики дислокаційних кристалів типу \( A_2B_6 \) (CdS, ZnS, Cd\(_{x}\)Hg\(_{1-x}\)Te) та бездислокаційних (Ge, Si) наводяться результати для напівпровідників світловипромінюючих структур (GaAs, GaAlAs, GaP); проаналізовано можливості використання активного ультразвуку (УЗ) в технології мікроелектронних приладів (термоакустичний відпал дефектів, акустостимульоване легування методом імплантacji іонів домішок). Розглядаються динамічні ефекти (in-situ), які проявляються лише під час дії УЗ. Обговорюються можливі механизми таких акустостимульованих ефектів та їх застосування. Розглянутий спектр фізичних та технологічних ефектів УЗ в напівпровідниках запропоновано для наступного їх використання в сенсорній електроніці.

Ключові слова: напівпровідники, ультразвук, активний ультразвук, кристалічні дефекти, сенсорна електроніка.

Introduction

In order to study crystal elastic properties and ultrasonic interaction with solids last twenty years together with traditional acoustic methods in solid state physics ultrasonic of Megahertz wave range is used. This new approach makes it possible to control characteristics of semiconductor materials and devices. Mechanism of such process is determined by interaction of acoustic wave (AW) with system of crystal structural defects. Contrary to acoustic-electronic effects when AW interacts directly with the electric field of charge carriers in solids [1-2], acoustic-stimulated phenomena are connected with induced changes in the system of electrical- and optical-active crystal defects. Linear and flat defects of dislocation and sublets types act as the mediators in AW interaction with charge carriers in dislocation crystals; and so called metastable defects which prove themselves as the acoustic-electrical centers — act in dislocation less crystal. This trend of physic acoustoelectronics, which in fact is acousto-electronics of crystal defects, is called active sound [3,4].

Ultrasound (US) vibrations stimulate transition of system defects to the most equilibrium stable state. This state depends not only upon crystal structure but also on different external factors: temperature, light, electromagnetic field, deformation and so on. Such sensitivity of semiconductors, which might be amplify greatly by external AW action defines the new trend of sensor electronics by usage of dynamic US defects.

The below given short survey of main experimental results of study of ultrasound effects (frequency range of 0.1-100 Megahertz) is caused by practical interest for active sound usage in physics and technology of semiconductors as well as its future wide possibility in other branches. It is
worthy to mention that these methods do not apply directly to traditional ultrasound usage (of kilohertz range) in such procedures as US intensification of chemical and technological processes, US detail treatment, US dispersion, US cleaning of surfaces solids (including semiconductor materials) and many others [2].

I. Main mechanisms of acoustic wave interaction with crystals

Distributing through real crystal, AW interacts with its lattice, conductive electrons and lattice defects and thus causes property changes and appearing of some acoustic-stimulated phenomena in solids. Let us consider possible mechanisms of AW interaction with crystals [1,2,4-6].

1) *AW interaction with crystal lattice vibration.*

Thermal vibrations of crystal lattice one can consider as the total longitudinal and transverse elastic waves, thermal phonons. AW interaction with lattice vibrations might be consider as phonon-phonon interaction. There are two main approaches. The first one developed in L. Landau and Yu. Rammer works (1937), is based on the conception about three-phonons interaction. According to this conception sound and thermal phonons are consider to be quasi-particles, due to their interaction the third phonon is born. Such approach is valid at low temperatures and high US frequencies. A. Akhiezer in 1938 studied the other border case – relatively low frequencies and high temperatures. According to this concept AW is consider as an external action, which causes perturbation of the thermal phonon system and breaks equilibrium thermodynamic distribution.

2) *AW interaction with conductive electrons.*

The mechanism mentioned is caused by the fact that atom displacements in crystal lattice due to AW passing through material cause inter-crystal field changes, which have influence on conductive electron movement. In turn the reverse effect occurs: change of conductive electron state influences on inter-crystal fields, thus causing lattice deformation, which can lead to changes of propagating velocity and AW absorption coefficient. Under acoustic-electron (AE) interaction pulse and energy exchange between electron and phonon sub-systems occurs. The interaction causes phenomenon of electronic US absorption, US amplifying, different AE effects. Depending on crystal type such mechanisms of AE interactions are known:

   i) *Potential-deforming.* It is caused by change of band structure of solids under crystal lattice deformation. Due to this change the semiconductor forbidden bandwidth, effective mass and lifetime of charge carriers occur. The mechanism becomes apparent at high frequencies (>10⁶ Hz) in nonpolar semiconductors (Ge, Si) and semi-metal.

   ii) *Piezoelectric.* One can observe it in crystal without symmetry center that is piezo-semiconductors, deformation in which is accompanied by electrical field appearing, and vice versa, electrical field produces deformation. Such interaction type is present in crystal of $A_2B_6$ group (CdS, CdSe, ZnS, ZnO) and $A_3B_5$ (GaAs, InSb, GaSb); depending upon sample conductivity it is preferable for 1.0 — 1000 MHz frequencies.

   iii) *Ionic interaction.* This type occurs in solids whose atoms are ionized or there is a great amount of ionizing impurities. AW displaces ions from equilibrium sites and in consequence of this, inter-crystal field modulates charge carrier movement.

   iv) *Mechanism, connected with heterogeneous deformation of nonpiezoelectric crystal.* Due to AW passing the crystal lattice symmetry is disturbed and polarization appears, which is proportional to the deformation gradient. This mechanism is near to potential-deforming one.

When interpreting AW interacts with electrons, one can also evolve two regions, as in the case of
phonon-phonon interaction: classic and quantum (corresponding to high frequency range and large free pass length of electrons).

3) *AW interaction with crystal structure defects.*

There are specific mechanisms of AW interaction with crystal structure defects for different materials. For example, in some cases thermal phonons can mediate between point defects and AW. Due to various nonlinear processes of phonon-phonon interaction AW energy causes perturbation of thermal phonon distribution [5].

Acoustic-defect interaction in dislocation crystal is studied in detail the mostly; theoretically and experimentally as well. AW interaction with dislocation system is consider by Keller and in series is developed by Granato and Lucke in the frame of string model of dislocation [8]. Dislocation grid sites are the places of the “string” fixing (heavy locks) and point defects are weak locks. Under US strain action the dislocation commits stimulated vibrations, which causes from one side additional US absorption and, from other side — stimulate the spatial point defect displacement. So, linear defects act as mediators in transferring energy from AW to various point defects. Mobile dislocations in the AW field are followed by strong electric and deformation fields [2,5]; an existence of such fields may in some cases lead to generation and ionization of point defects [9], their movement and redistribution in the crystal. Generation of point defects occurs at least by three ways: by defect dipole annihilation, by steps’ crawling over on dislocations and by crossing of dislocations [10]. If first case is the most effective for external stress of constant sigh, for AW it is the easiest to provide reproduction of generation process by the second one [11,12]. According to this model one can consider the step on screw dislocation as a specific kind of fix places. Under curtain conditions the step can move with “own” dislocation. This movement is not free; the step displacement between initial and end positions is always supported by the creation of vacancy or interstitial atom, depending on the step movement direction.

For low-dislocation material the theory of acoustic-defect interaction is limited to analysis of only acoustic effects, connected with perturbation of equilibrium function of the thermal phonons’ distribution for the low sound intensity case [5,13]. At the same time the state of electrically- and optically-active defects or its changes under such interaction is not theoretically study.

II. Physical processes, connected with ultrasonic influence on crystal defect structure

AW propagation (even for low intensity) through crystal evokes local sign-changing deformation, appearing of electrical fields in piezoelectrics, local heating, causes dislocation’ interaction and multiplication, redistribution of point defects and their space complexes. All these effects of AW interaction with crystal become apparent in wave parameter changes as well as in inter-crystal processes caused by US action. Let us consider some “non-classical” phenomena, caused by US influence on crystal defect structure.

*Acoustoluminescence (AL).* This phenomenon is connected with appearing of luminescence due the AW passing through crystal. AL was observed for the first time in piezo-electric CdS plates [14]. This effect has threshold that is AW becomes excited, when it reaches certain intensity. This threshold is equal $1 \times 10^2$ Wt/cm$^2$ for $A_2B_6$ crystal for MHz band [15]. Experiments testify that observed AL spectra quite enough reconstruct optical spectra of point defects in appropriate compounds. It makes it to conclude about initial-defect character of AL origination. Due to the dislocation oscillation movement in US field with above-threshold intensity the charge defects appear in crystal. Electronic processes in system of appearing defects are the source of luminescence. Except direct acoustic-stimulated luminescence, US defect generation causes changes in character of crystal luminescence, connected
with other mechanisms. Especially, influence of acoustic loading on electro luminescence of phosphide gallium crystal was observed [16-18].

**Acoustic-photoconductivity (APH).**

There is phenomenon of crystal conductivity change and appearing of new bands and lines in photocconductivity spectrum. APH was observed in ZnS, Si, GaAs, KCl, HgCdTe [19-20]. The effect has threshold, caused by generation of defects or their ionization and adequate increase of free charge carriers. Photoconductivity spectrum changes are caused by shallow level activation due to US recharging of defects in crystal [15].

**Acoustic-chemical reactions (ACR).**

Chemical reactions that occur in crystal due to external action (temperature, pressure, light, electrical field) there are the processes of electrical charge exchange among atoms, rebuilding or displacement of atoms, ions and also destroying of old defect complexes and creation of new ones. In the article [21] while studying AW before-threshold intensity on photoconductive and photoluminescent spectra of exciton-impurity complexes it was stated about rebuilding of system of point defects in CdS crystal. Oscillation of dislocation segments might be the physical cause of this. One can consider US ionization of local centers as concerning to ACR [9]. Authors of the article [22] have stated that due to AW the spatial transfers of defects occur, which belong to complex defects. This, in turn, leads to change of inter-center action and complex destroy. The authors show the analogy between ACR and photochemical reactions, but stress that in opposition to the last, ACR occurs even at low (~77 K) temperature. This difference testifies that US influence is not limited by only recharging of complex components. It is shown in [23-24], that ACR may homogenize metal (Pt, Cr, W)-semiconductor (GaAs) structures. Under AW action vacancy and impurity stimulated diffusion occurs. Vacancy flow, while absorbing (or generating) by dislocations, causes crawling and ordering of vacancies.

**US modeling of radiation defects and US defect annealing.**

In the article [26] authors has observed interesting analogies of changes of photoconductive spectra of Si crystals, irradiated and treated by US. It enable to conclude about possibility of radiation defect modeling by using above threshold US amplitude — US defect generation.

Inverse US annealing of radiation defects is given in [27].

When alkaline-galoid crystals were treated by US then residual decrease of defect concentration was observed. US intensity was a bit greater than threshold value necessary for AL stimulation. In articles [28,29] the results are given concerning the annealing of InP crystals, irradiated by fast electrons and neutron-doped Ge samples, under US loading at the same time. There is so called thermo-acoustic annealing. The decrease of temperature of complete annealing was observed (for about 50K). One can explain these effects as the acoustic-stimulated decrease of activation energy of radiation defects and acceleration of their migration to sinks during US loading.

**US modification of charge carriers parameters.** In order to improve photoelectric parameters of HgCdTe crystals important results of US treating study were received in papers [30-33]. US treatment with the before threshold intensity leads to the decrease of own acceptor concentration, increase of minority carrier lifetime and decrease of thermal noise. Proposed resonance mechanism of analogous changes is connected with US intensification of break down processes intensification of excess defects, gettering on low-angle limits of subblocks, mercury atoms, in first term, their diffusion into crystal volume and healing of vacancy defects by them. US treading of over threshold intensity cause inverse effects — due to the movement and multiplication of dislocation generation of additional defects of vacancy type occurs. Under such conditions even Hall coefficient inversion can occur [30]. Such residual US changes of electrical and photoelectrical characteristics were observed for CdTe and ZnCdTe crystals too [34-35]. It was stated correlation between US action character and defect structure of samples. At low dislocation density ($\sigma_d < 10^5$cm$^{-2}$) their multiplication with further
sink of mobile acceptors on dislocations occurs. When $\sigma_d > 10^6 \text{cm}^{-2}$, the process of acceptor release from dislocation dominates. As it was state (due to acoustic Hall measurements under dynamic US loading) in the region of impurity conductivity of HgCdTe crystals owing to inter-crystal potential smoothing the increase of charge carrier mobility occurs while in the region of intrinsic conductivity the mobility decreases, owing to the increase of intensity of dispersion on optical phonons [36-37].

US influence on galvanomagnetic effects was observed, too, in dislocation-free ($\sigma_d < 10^2 \text{cm}^{-2}$) p-Ge samples. US loading causes the magneto-field characteristics shift, concentration and mobility decrease, and, accordingly, resistivity increase. It was shown that the effect is stronger in weak magnetic field, under temperature decrease and for samples with greater impurity concentration [38].

US influence on the diffusion length of minority charge carriers $L_D$ was studied in polycrystalline silicon. US treatment leads to $L_D$ increase in the regions with low initial value of $L_D < 25 \mu$m [39-40]. The authors connect this process with acoustic-stimulated dissociation of Fe-B pairs. Under acoustic oscillation action the reorientation of complexes occurs and as a result iron atom passed from one interstitial position to another one, which is equivalent. The complex decay occurs when Fe is situated between these equivalent positions owing to the essential decrease of Coulomb bond energy in this position. Increase or decrease of $L_D$ depends on further iron ion behavior, whether it forms active recombination centers or not. US $L_D$ increase was observed in monocrystal silicon, too [41]. In this case $L_D$ change was inverse by character, that is, after stoppage of US loading the diffusion length value gradually returns (by some dozens of minutes) to initial meaning. In order to explain experimental results the model of acoustic-stimulated reorientation of bistable recombination center was proposed, and this center consist from doping impurity and interstitial metal atom.

Electron emission amplification. Such effect of amplification of electron emission from donor impurities (Se, Te) under US loading of silicon [42] is the next example of US interaction with point defects. The authors consider the phenomenon from the potential-deformation mechanism point of view, which is connected with nonlinear effects and changing stresses, that cause an impurity atom displacement from an equilibrium position. In the papers [7,43] it was informed about an effective influence of US loading on exciton system in CdS and ZnS crystals.

Rebuilding of defect structure and smoothing of local heterogeneity of Si-SiO$_2$ interface are given in [44]. Phenomenon of electron center EL5, EL6, EL18 rebuilding and EL2 center transition from metastable state to stable ones owing to US displacement of intrinsic point defects (which are complex parts) was observed in GaAs [45-47].

III. Practical perspective of US treatment utilization

Semiconductor technology development rises a question of higher and higher material quality. There are two main ways for obtaining devices of high quality and reliability. The first one is to use highly pure initial materials and then to treat them under strict control of process purity. Another way consists in usage of materials with medium impurity level and further gettering of undesirable defects. Technically the last process consists of successive stages: release of bond impurities (for example, Cu, Fe, Cr atoms in Si), which are activated in operating device region during preparing of plate or whole device; 2) free impurity movement into direction of getter centers, which are situated outside operation regions; 3) capture of impurity atoms by crystallographic defects or other getters. As one can see from the previous section, in some cases AW effectively influences for all three stages. Thus US treatment may be use to improve parameters of materials with the medium impurity level.

So, it might be considered as a fact that US treatment improves defect structure and, consequently, electric-physical characteristics of silicon and its devices [41,44]. Except mentioned earlier US effects, acousto-stimulated doping impurity diffusion deep into semiconductor [48], certain defect out-
let on the surface [49], smoothing of local heterogeneities of Si-SiO₂ interface [44], acoustic annealing of unstable radiation defects in MOS-structures [50] were also observed.

Especially interest is devoted to the problem of US interaction with nonequilibrium system of radiation defects, in-situ impurity ion implantation [51]. Implantation of impurity ions into semiconductor crystal leads to radiation defect accumulation. During forming of shallow p-n transitions in integrated circuits by ion implantation method an ion channeling occurs, and this causes an essential widening of impurity deposition profile. Using in-situ US treatment makes it possible to decrease critical amorphous dose and to obtain continuous amorphous layer for much lesser concentration of introduce impurity. One can use the effect for the decrease of the channel efficiency of implant electrically active impurities in fabrication of shallow p-n junction and also for optimization of processes of solid-phase implantation layer recrystalization during defect annealing after implantation.

Acoustic-stimulated diffusion. US influence on crystal point defects was studied for the first time in papers [52-54]. Thus, effect of the US decrease of diffusion activation energy and accordingly the increase of diffusion of Li [52] and Cr [53] ions were observed in polycrystalline silicon. In monocrystal silicon an alkaloid metal K and Na migration stimulated by US from volume to surface was shown in [39]. There are some reports about US induced doping impurity diffusion into depth of Si and GaAs [40]. In MOS-structures, irradiated by γ-rays, diffusion of unstable radiation defects under US elastic strain was observed [41]. According to the theoretical model, given in the article [55], US diffusion of impurity atom is possible because of its interaction with nonequilibrium phonon, stimulated by US, there is an increase of population of impurity quantum oscillation levels, situated a bit higher than energy minimum. As a result, probability of atom migration onto other levels increases. US healing of vacancy type defects in infrared CdHgTe detectors leads to the decrease of thermal 1/f noise level of this devices in 10-100 times [56].

Obvious case of effective US treatment influence on acceleration of hydrogenation (atomic hydrogen saturation) of polycrystalline silicon thick films is given in [57,58]. It turned out, that sample treatment at 300°C leads to the essential diffusion acceleration and increase of spatial material homogeneity. It is assumed, that acoustic-stimulated hydrogenation mechanism is connected with absorption of US energy by grain boundaries, dislocations and other extensive defects. This, in term, is supported by stimulated release of hydrogen atoms from capture centers. Acoustic stimulation of the process leads to the transistor parameter improvement. An impotent sample of usage of acoustic influence there is a dynamic US loading of the devices during their operation. These researches are not developed on full scale despite of the fact that its are prospering for design of new class of dynamic acoustic-electrical devices, in which sound might be a convenient instrument of influence on operating device characteristics.

The results, obtained in [4, 25, 50-56] which applied to US influence on parameters of semiconductor devices, are summarize in Table.

**Results**

A considered aspect of physical and technological effects of active ultrasound in semiconductors is proposed for further usage in Sensor electronics:

- Improving of semiconductor and other components of initial materials;
- Increase of operating characteristics stability and durability of sensors due to active ultrasound usage at the process of their manufacturing;
- Widening of functional possibilities of traditional sensors (sensitivity and dynamic ranges, for example) and design of principal new devices by US usage during operation;
- Restoring of sensor operating parameters, degraded after long exploitation or under aggressive environment.
So, this new technological approach — active ultrasound, — has become a powerful tool of the engineering to improve performance and reliability of sensor semiconductor devices.
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Table.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of device</th>
<th>Material</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Thin-film transistor</td>
<td>Poly-Si film</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tunnel diode</td>
<td>GaAs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Photodetector</td>
<td>CdSe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Integral circuit</td>
<td>Si</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shotky diod</td>
<td>GaAs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Light diode</td>
<td>In(Al)GaAs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Infrared detector</td>
<td>CdHgTe</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Improved parameter</th>
<th>Type of US change</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Leakage current, threshold voltage</td>
<td>Decrease, in 10 times</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Current noise</td>
<td>Decrease, in 4 times</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dark current</td>
<td>Decrease, in 100 times</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Current noise</td>
<td>Decrease, in 2 times</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Back current</td>
<td>Decrease by two orders</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intensity</td>
<td>Increase for 90%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1/f noise level</td>
<td>Decrease, in 100 times</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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